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Suspensions
Glenn Hurowitz
Mon 11/4/2019 8:53 PM
To: Bunge, Jacob <Jacob.Bunge@wsj.com>
Cc: Compliance <compliance@waxmanstrategies.com>

Hey Jacob - Good talking with you. Here are some examples of supply chain
suspensions/exclusions of companies do to deforestation concerns.
The most comprehensive list may be from our Rapid Response
project: http://www.miahtvearth.ora/rapid-response-Dalm-oil Click on any of the company logos to
see lists of who they've suspended. There's a lot.
Korindo and Posco Daewoo have been excluded by all the known palm oil traders (Wilmar,
Musim Mas, Cargill, ADM all suspended and others said they would ensure Korindo remained
excluded) and consumer companies. Indofood has faced a number of exclusions due to RAN’s
campaign, though we don't have the complete list.
We understand that both Continental and Bridgestone have discontinued purchases from
Vietnam Rubber Group over lands rights and environmental concerns.
Back in 2016, IOI was dumped by many
companies: https://www.foodnavigator.com/Article/2016/04/07/Major-brands-dump-palm-oilsupplier-IOI-followinq-RSPO-suspension
Also, I just learned about this divestment relevant to the Amazon fires from JBS by the Quebec
pension fund: https://www.iournaldemontreal.com/2019/10/10/destruction-de-lamazonie-la-caisse-sedissocie-du-aeant-controverse-jbs
There are more. Might be some news on a soy deforestation effort tomorrow.
Cheers,
Glenn

MIGHTY EARTH

GLENN HUROWITZ | CEO | miahtvearth.org
T +1-202-688-0151 M +1-917-386-3571
glenn@miahtvearth.org
Follow me @alennhurowitz

Mighty Earth is responsible for the content of this message. The information in this email and any
attachments is confidential and is intended for the addressee only
If you are not the intended recipient, please delete this message and any attachments and advise the sender.
Some of Mighty Earth’s work on forests is supported by Waxman Strategies, some of whose work is funded in
part by organizations, including the European Federation for Transport and Environment, the Center
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Greener Fuels Act Reintroduction Coming Soon
Margaret Hansbrough
Mon 11/4/2019 3:31 PM
To: David DeGennaro <DeGennaroD@nwf.org>; Sheila Karpf <sheila.karpf@gmail.com>; Alyssa Tsuchiya
<ATsuchiya@ucsusa.org>; Stephanie Searle <stephanie@theicct.org>; Andrew Linhardt
<andrew.linhardt@sierraclub.org>; Eric Munoz <Eric.Munoz@oxfam.org>; Kelly Stone <Kelly.Stone@actionaid.org>;
Jeremy Martin <jmartin@ucsusa.org>; Rose Garr <rose@waxmanstrategies.com>; Tyler Smith
<tsmith@earthjustice.org>; Devorah Ancel <devorah.ancel@sierraclub.org>; Claire Huang <chuang2@earthjustice.org>;
Nikita Pavlenko <n.pavlenko@theicct.org>; Carrie Apfel <capfel@earthjustice.org>; Jonathan Lewis <jlewis@catf.us>

Hi all,
Just a heads up that Rep. Peter Welch’s staff let us know they will be reintroducing the Greener Fuels
Acts sometime in the next week or two. We should have more information soon.
It will be more or less as proposed from the last go around.
If folks can let us know if they can issues statements of support in time for announcement and other
activities as needed, that would be helpful. Welch’s office asked us to touch base with allies in advance.
Thanks.
-Margaret

MARGARET HANSBROUGH I DIRECTOR I WAXMAN STRATEGIES
mhansbrouah@waxmanstrateaies.com I 816.210.9545
1150 Connecticut Avenue NW I Suite 800 I Washington, DC, 20036
www.waxmanstrategies.com
Waxman Strategies' work on forest conservation is funded in part by the European Federation for Transport and Environment. Waxman is required under
22 U.S.C. § 614 to disclose that this material is distributed on behalf of the aforementioned organization, working under grant from the Norwegian Agency
for Development Cooperation. Additional information is on file with the Department of Justice, Washington, D.C.
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Greener Fuels Act Reintroduction Coming Soon
Margaret Hansbrough
Mon 11/4/2019 3:29 PM
To: ethanolmandatereform@googlegroups.com <ethanolmandatereform@googlegroups.com>
Cc: Rose Garr <rose@waxmanstrategies.com>

Hi all,
Just a heads up that Rep. Peter Welch’s staff let us know they will be reintroducing the Greener Fuels
Acts sometime in the next week or two. We should have more information soon.
It will be more or less as proposed from the last go around.
If folks can let us know if they can issues statements of support in time for announcement and other
activities as needed, that would be helpful. Welch’s office asked us to touch base with allies in advance.
Thanks.
-Margaret

MARGARET HANSBROUGH I DIRECTOR I WAXMAN STRATEGIES
mhansbrouqh@waxmanstrateqies.com I 816.210.9545
1150 Connecticut Avenue NW I Suite 800 I Washington, DC, 20036
www.waxmanstrateoies.com
Waxman Strategies’ work on forest conservation is funded in part by the European Federation for Transport and Environment. Waxman is required under
22 U.S.C. § 614 to disclose that this material is distributed on behalf of the aforementioned organization, working under grant from the Norwegian Agency
for Development Cooperation. Additional information is on file with the Department of Justice, Washington, D.C.
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Re: Input for article...
Compliance
Tue 11/5/2019 10:13 AM
To: Compliance <compliance@waxmanstrategies.com>

From: Glenn Hurowitz <glenn@mightyearth.org>
Sent: Monday, November 4, 2019 9:26 AM
To: Tom Idle <tomidle@narrativematters.co.uk>
Cc: Liviya James <liviya@mightyearth.org>
Subject: Fwd: Input for article...
Hi Tom - Here are some comments. In the future, I'd prefer to just do a telephone interview for time
purposes, and hopefully will provide you with more spontaneous responses.
Thanks!
Glenn

How true is it that NGOs and campaigners are, once more, getting tougher on business in
holding them to account on sustainability issues?
The environmental movement has always brought pressure to bear on companies, because there is
always a chance for them to improve. What has changed is that the debate has increasingly focused on
climate, and today companies are being held accountable for aspects of their business model that they
were not thinking about 30 years ago. Technology has made long, distant supply chains accessible and
transparent. We can trace raw materials from point of origin to store shelves now, so it’s a lot harder for
companies to pretend to sell sustainable products if they’re driving deforestation.
In many parts of the world, governments simply are not prioritizing conservation. And in key places like
the U.S. and Brazil, national governments are actively rolling back vital environmental protections. As a
result, civil society has, in part, turned to the private sector to pick up the slack. Just because
governments are not doing their job does not mean the job does not have to be done.
How have these relationships changed in the last few years - and has that been for better or
worse?
Our relationships with large companies like Cargill, Bridgestone, Nestle, and others are always evolving
as they largely depend on what stage of the engagement process we are at with them. We frequently
launch campaigns to draw attention to a specific industry, practice, or concern. Subsequently, some of
the companies we target are interested in solving these problems. And in some cases we have moved
from a campaign stage to that collaboration mode.
But throughout that process, we always maintain our accountability role. We don’t assume that a
company willing to talk to us has completely changed already. For example, we are a Founding member
of the Global Platform for Sustainable Rubber, where we work alongside major rubber traders and
customers. But we continue to hold some of these major companies accountable for abuses in their
supply chains. While this split role can frustrate the companies at times, we view accountability as a vital
function that Mighty Earth must continue to undertake if we are going to transform the industry.
What impact has Greta Thunberg/Extinction Rebellion movements had on NGO campaigning
against business?
It has been great to see Greta Thunberg inspire young people and old people alike to take action omg
climate change. Similarly allies like Extinction Rebellion have helped bring urgency about the crisis in the
https://outlook.office365.com/mail/inbox/id/AAQkADIyYzk4NDcyLTgwNWQtNDBiMSlhYTVkLTM4ZWQwZjIzNjczNQAQAMI19TFbculFkGEO%2BIiURoA...
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Amazon to the streets, along with groups like Amazon Watch Their actions and enthusiasm have helped
make climate change front page news, drawing attention to the damaging business practices and
irresponsible conduct that we are fighting against.
How important has improved consumer awareness of environmental issues (not least, plastic
waste) been in this evolving story?
Increased consumer awareness has been a useful tool in pressuring companies connected to
environmental and human rights to move towards sustainability. Consumers want to know more about
the brands and products they choose: what it is, where it comes from, and the impact that it has on our
planet and its people. Consumers prefer to give their money to business that are not complicit in massive
deforestation or biodiversity loss. As that sentiment continues to become commonplace, customers of
deforestation - like Stop & Shop, Giant, and McDonald’s - will need to prioritize sustainability in order to
stay afloat.
How can businesses best work with NGOs/campaign groups to effect real change, while
protecting their commercial interests?
Businesses can work best with NGOs by bringing us in early. When companies are beginning the
process of drafting sustainability policies, involving civil society organizations from the get-go can
help ensure that both parties are satisfied by the final product. We’re seeing increased demand for
sustainable, responsibly-produced products, meaning that adopting sustainability policies is actually a
good business decision for many of these companies. Working alongside an NGO is a good way to
create an effective policy that will deliver the responsible products that global consumers increasingly
expect. In contrast, companies that go it alone or fail to adapt entirely will inevitably be left behind.
Mighty Earth is responsible for the content of this message. The information in this email and any
attachments is confidential and is intended for the addressee only
If you are not the intended recipient, please delete this message and any attachments and advise the sender.
Some of Mighty Earth’s work on forests is supported by Waxman Strategies, some of whose work is funded in
part by organizations, including the European Federation for Transport and Environment, the Center
for International Policy, and AidEnvironment under grants from the Norwegian Agency for Development
Cooperation. Waxman Strategies is required under 22 U.S.C. § 614 to disclose that this material is distributed
by Waxman Strategies on behalf of the one of the aforementioned organizations Additional information is on
file with the Department of Justice, Washington, D. C.
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Investigation finds Korindo destroyed rainforest, cheated and abused Indigenous
People
Alex Armstrong
Tue 11/5/2019 10:21 AM
To: Press <press@mightyearth.org>

Greetings,
I wanted to share the latest update from the Forest Stewardship Council investigation into the
environmental destruction and human rights abuses committed by the Korindo Group, a notorious
Korean-lndonesian logging and palm oil conglomerate. Despite significant censoring, the newly released
findings show that Korindo destroyed over 30,000 hectares of rainforest in the past five years while
systematically manipulating and underpaying indigenous landowners.
Mighty Earth’s full press release is below; if you are interested in speaking with anyone here please let
me know.
Best,
Alex

November 5, 2019

Investigation Finds Papua's Largest Palm Oil Operator Destroyed
Vast Areas of Endangered Rainforest, Cheated and Abused
Indigenous People
Despite significant censoring, newly released findings from the Forest Stewardship Council
show Korindo Group destroyed over 30,000 hectares of rainforest in the past five years,
systematically manipulated and underpaid indigenous landowners

BONN, GERMANY - Today, the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC), a global certification body
for responsible forest management, released summaries of its findings from a two-year
investigation prompted by a complaint filed by Mighty Earth against the Korindo Group, a
notorious Korean-lndonesian logging and palm oil conglomerate.
"The severity of Korindo's wrongdoing revealed in these reports is just devastating, even with
FSC and Korindo covering up more than 1 10 pages of the findings," said Deborah Lapidus,
Senior Campaigns Director at Mighty Earth. "Korindo has long justified its destruction of
vast areas of pristine rainforests on the basis of 'development' but the reality is just the
opposite. These investigations exposed how Korindo went to great lengths to manipulate,
intimidate, and cheat local communities. There is no justification that the FSC has gone along
with Korindo in burying the full report, as these sorts of practices are all too commonplace in
Papua and rarely exposed. Remediation for communities is long overdue, and a full and
honest disclosure of the FSC's findings would do a lot of good."
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For years, even as Korindo engaged in deforestation on a massive scale in Papua and North
Maluku, Indonesia, as documented by Mighty Earth, the group has been benefiting from
FSC's prestigious eco-forestry label to sell timber, plywood, pulpwood, biomass, and
newsprint to customers such as Asia Pulp & Paper and APRIL (Indonesia), Sumitomo Forestry,
Oji Corporation, and Marubeni (Japan), and News Corps Australia.
The FSC commissioned a Complaints Panel to conduct an investigation, and subsequently
conducted two additional investigations into Mighty Earth's allegations against Korindo.
Mighty Earth has consistently called on the FSC to release its findings in full. The main
Complaints Panel report, which was originally at least 110 pages in length and scheduled to
be released on September 5, was pulled after FSC received a "cease and desist" letter from
Korindo. The document released by FSC today has been reduced to a mere one-page
summary. The summaries of the two additional investigations include a number of redactions
that FSC states are "due to a disagreement with Korindo".
But even these partial reports paint a damning picture, concluding that Korindo was guilty of
flouting FSC standards by violating indigenous peoples' rights, carrying out significant
conversion of natural forests, and destroying significant areas of High Conservation Value
(HCVs). The reports detail Korindo's destruction of over 30,000 hectares of rainforest and
endangered species habitat in just the past five years (more than 50,000 overall), multiple
failures of Korindo to obtain the Free, Prior, and Informed Consent (FPIC) of local indigenous
communities to development on their lands, irreparable damage to ecosystems and
watersheds that has led to communities being deprived of basic needs including land, food,
water, and livelihoods, and the severe underpayment to communities of revenue from their
forest resources. As a result of these findings, the Complaints Panel recommended that
"Korindo should be disassociated from the FSC due to the clear and convincing evidence of
violations of THR [Traditional and Human Rights] (as well as significant conversion)," as stated
in the Social Analysis report released by FSC today (p. 41).
Despite this recommendation, the FSC Board decided to reach an agreement with Korindo
on improvement and remediation measures. In July 201 9, the FSC Board announced that
Korindo's continued association with the FSC would be "dependent on Korindo's complying
with strict requirements towards social and environmental reparations and remedy." Today,
the FSC elaborated on those requirements.
"The remedial measures unveiled today are not proportionate to the extreme violations
revealed in the investigative reports," Lapidus said. "Notably, they fail to include restoration
and remedy for Korindo's clearing of over 50,000 hectares of rainforests and damage caused
to the rivers and ecosystems, which violate FSC standards. It is also notable that Korindo's first
act after reaching the agreement with FSC was to bully FSC into censoring the details of its
wrongdoing and its liabilities to communities. Korindo simply isn't serious about accepting
full responsibility for its violations of FSC standards."
The FSC statement claims that the exact remedial measures will be determined in a
forthcoming, FSC-led stakeholder consultation "roadmap" process. To date, no further details
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of this process have been released by FSC.
In September, when the FSC initially postponed the release of these materials, Mighty Earth's
call for accountability and transparency was echoed by community organizations working in
Papua:
"Korindo has destroyed community lands and livelihoods without peoples' consent, robbed
communities of their natural resources, subjected people to violence and intimidation, and
polluted their rivers - all while hiring mainly workers from outside Papua. Korindo is also not
taking its corporate social responsibility seriously," said Pastor Anselmus Amo from SKPKAMe Meruake, a Papuan human rights organization. "FSC should consult directly with
affected communities to better understand Korindo's egregious actions and the communities'
views on what fair compensation and remediation measures would be. We stand ready to
help resolve this long-standing conflict."
"For two decades, Korindo has gotten away with violating indigenous peoples' land rights
without exposure, while selling itself in the media as a savior to the Papuan people,"
said Franky Samperante of Yayasan Pusaka, which works to defend indigenous land rights
in Papua. "Therefore, it is important that the world knows the reality of what has transpired in
Papua and North Maluku."
"Korindo has previously attempted to spin the FSC conclusions as exoneration, but the
findings released today prove that claim to be utterly dishonest," Lapidus said. "If Korindo is
serious about cleaning up its heavily damaged reputation, it must stop denying its culpability,
embrace transparency, heed the FSC's requirements for compensation and remediation, and
resolve community grievances—including by returning customary lands. Until it does, no
companies should be doing business with Korindo."
"The FSC must stop acting like an industry apologist and release its findings in full. Affected
communities and Korindo customers mustn't be left in the dark. The FSC should immediately
commence the process of securing remedy for the severe harms caused, in full consultation
with affected communities," said Lapidus.
Revealing excerpts from the public reports (emphasis added) include:
"The recommendations of the CP were set out clearly in the executive summary of their
report (pp.8-9): that Korindo should be disassociated from the FSC due to the clear
and convincing evidence of violations ofTPIR [Traditional and Piuman Rights] (as well
as of significant conversion)."
"The conversion was deemed to be significant among others due to its scale of more
than 30,000ha in the last five years, due to the failure to protect adequate areas of
natural vegetation, and due to the impact that it has had on local communities and in
particular the failure to compensate landowners adequately for the timber taken."
"The only possible conclusion that can be drawn is that extensive abuse has
occurred of the rights that are part of the FSC system, as well as all similar standards...
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these are land rights, FPiC rights, and rights relating to the fulfillment of basic
human needs."
"As a result of these violations, the affected communities have suffered
considerable harms. These range from the threat and in some cases use of violence,
in an ongoing atmosphere of intimidation (and above and beyond that associated with
the prevailing local security setting); the inability to exercise their right to oppose the
concession; and the highly disproportionate compensation payments, received by a
minority of community members only, and with little knowledge or any participation on
the part of many. Just as the CP [FSC Complaints Panel] concluded, this additional
analysis thus also finds beyond any doubt that there are strong and sufficient
grounds for the disassociation of all the companies associated with these serious
violations."
"Korindo's activities involved the clearing of substantial areas of Southern New
Guinea Lowland Rain Forest which is considered endangered/critical in the
Global 200 classification ...In addition, the conversion most likely destroyed some
areas that provided critical resources for local communities."
"The evidence is clear and convincing that these HCV's were for all intents and
purposes, destroyed. Rehabilitation efforts would stimulate recovery, but in an
ecological context, the landscape has been irreparably altered by Korindo's
commercial activities."
"The clearing of the riparian areas (streams, rivers, springs, and adjacent to lakes)
is not consistent with Indonesian law."
"The nearly complete transformation of the southern peninsula of Halmahera Island
from a mixture of Moluccan moist forest interspersed with shifting cultivation and small
coconut groves to large-scale production of oil palm monocrop has had a profound
impact on the landscape. The evidence and chronology of the immutable changes
to the landscape is very clear and concise...The loss of HCV 1 should be
considered destruction because it is not feasible to restore/rehabilitate the area.
The conversion of the PT GMM concession presents unique circumstances
because it has changed the landscape of entire southern end of the island which
also dominates the entire upper portion of the watershed."
It is also recommended that the companies should also initiate a formal process of
remedy with the communities concerned. The CP [Complaints Panel] report has
clearly and in great detail verified and elaborated on both the broader patterns
and the various individual acts of violation, as had previously also been
described and compiled with much supporting evidence in the original reports
and in the complaint. There is no more room for reasonable doubt that these
multiple violations have occurred/ 'There is thus no reason for any further delay in
starting the process of remedy that is now required, to be based on engagement
with the affected communities in response to all the various violations that have
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been repeatedly identified, in relation to land acquisition, FPIC processes and HCV
protection. A remedy process should be initiated with all the affected
communities referred to in these documents as having expressed unhappiness,
ongoing grievances and frustration with the outcomes of the operations, and/or wellsubstantiated allegations of violations oftheirTHR [Traditional and Human Rights]'.
Read more excerpts and background here

###
About Mighty Earth
Mighty Earth is a global environmental campaign organization that works to protect forests,
conserve oceans, and address climate change. We work in Southeast Asia, Latin America,
Africa, and North America to drive large-scale action towards environmentally responsible
agriculture that protects native ecosystems, wildlife, and water, and respects local community
rights. Mighty Earth's team has played a decisive role in persuading the world's largest food
and agriculture companies to dramatically improve their environmental and social policies and
practices. More information on Mighty Earth can be found at www.miahtvearth.org/.

Web link for press release:
http://www.miahtyearth.orq/investiQation-finds-papuas-laraest-palm-oil-operator-destroyed-

vast-areas-of-endanaered-rainforest-cheated-and-abused-indigenous-people/

ALEX ARMSTRONG I Senior Director I miqhtvearth.org
T+1-203-434-4594
alex@miqhtvearth.org
Follow us: Facebook I Twitter
Mighty Earth is responsible for the content of this message. The information in this email and any attachments is
confidential and is intended for the addressee only If you are not the intended recipient, please delete this message and any
attachments and advise the sender.
Some of Mighty Earth’s work on forests is supported by Waxman Strategies, some of whose work is funded in part
by organizations, including the European Federation for Transport and Environment, the Center for International Policy, and
AidEnvironment under grants from the Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation. Waxman Strategies is required under
22 U.S.C. § 614 to disclose that this material is distributed by Waxman Strategies on behalf of the one of the
aforementioned organizations working under a grant from the Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation. Additional
information is on file with the Department of Justice, Washington, D.C.
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Re: Suspensions
Compliance
Tue 11/5/2019 5:28 PM
To: Compliance <compliance@waxmanstrategies.com>

From: Glenn Hurowitz <glenn@mightyearth.org>
Sent: Tuesday, November 5, 2019 10:11 AM
To: Bunge, Jacob <Jacob.Bunge@wsj.com>
Subject: Re: Suspensions
No if it comes it will be from the soy industry in Brazil. But I haven't seen it come across yet. Will let
you know if I do.
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Re: Suspensions
Glenn Hurowitz
Tue 11/5/2019 10:43 AM
To: Bunge, Jacob <Jacob.Bunge@wsj.com>

Jacob - No announcement happening. But there is a story if you have 5 minutes to get on the
phone. I'm at 917-386-3571.
Thanks,
Glenn
MIGHTY EARTH

GLENN HUROWITZ | CEO | miahtvearth.org
T+1-202-688-0151 M +1-917-386-3571

glenn@miahtvearth.org
Follow me @qlennhurowitz
Mighty Earth is responsible for the content of this message. The information in this email and any
attachments is confidential and is intended for the addressee only
If you are not the intended recipient, please delete this message and any attachments and advise the sender.
Some of Mighty Earth’s work on forests is supported by Waxman Strategies, some of whose work is funded in
part by organizations, including the European Federation for Transport and Environment, the Center
for International Policy, and AidEnvironment under grants from the Norwegian Agency for Development
Cooperation. Waxman Strategies is required under 22 U.S.C. § 614 to disclose that this material is distributed
by Waxman Strategies on behalf of the one of the aforementioned organizations working under a grant from
the Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation. Additional information is on file with the Department of
Justice, Washington, D.C.
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